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ABSTRACT 
 

The design and manufacturing flexibility of capacitive micromachined ultrasound 

transducers (CMUT) makes them attractive option for integration with microfluidic 

devices both for sensing and fluid manipulation. CMUT concept is introduced here by 

presenting simplified equivalent circuit model; while finite element analysis (FEA) and 

near-field CMUT operation experiments were used as the main methods of research. The 

transient time FEA was used to simulate the transmission and reception of the short pulse 

and then analysis of the CMUT membrane motion in the time and frequency domains 

was made. 200 nm finite element spacing and 0.2 ns sampling time was used during the 

simulations for increased precision and reliability of the results. Surface micromachined 

CMUT devices with two-phase interdigital arrangement of the transducer elements were 

fabricated for experiments. The microchannels of different heights were modeled by 

attaching the adhesive tape of various thicknesses at the sides of the CMUT devices to 
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form the bead for the liquid. The drop of the transformer oil was put in the microchannel 

before attaching the upper microchannel wall. Afterwards the electromechanical 

impedance of CMUT was measured with the network analyzer to evaluate the CMUT 

operating regime. 

The finite element analysis showed that when the microchannel cross-section 

dimensions are comparable with the CMUT cell dimensions, the transducer is subjected 

to the pressure waves bouncing between the microchannel walls and comparatively 

compliant CMUT membranes. This situation causes the distortion of the CMUT 

operating regime and has to be accounted during the design and use of CMUT-coupled 

microfluidic devices. Corrections for the amount of the near-field distortions are to be 

made already during the design phase. 

We found significant relationship between the CMUT membrane motion 

characteristics and the microchannel height. For example: CMUT having 5 MHz central 

frequency in immersion exhibits the broad band frequency spectra when in normal 

operating conditions, but the central frequency decreases by 60-70 % with decreasing the 

microchannel height from 400 microns to 2 microns, and the frequency band becomes 

narrower. It is also shown here how the simulated results can be experimentally verified. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Microfluidic technology provides benefits such as requirement for very low sample and 

reagent volumes. Further advantages include fast analysis, low dead volume, and low power 

consumption enabling the integration of multiple processing steps (reagent storage, sample 

preparation, fluid handling, separation, detection and readout). The integration allows 

automation, limiting user interaction which results in higher reproducibility and accuracy of 

experimental results. [1-3] 

For process automation and desirably integration into microfluidics system, fluids can be 

actively moved with the help of micropumps. The micropumps can be roughly divided into 

two categories: mechanical pumps with moving parts (piezoelectric, pneumatic, 

thermopneumatic, electrostatic, electromagnetic, bimetallic shape memory alloy pumps) and 

non-mechanical pumps without moving parts (such as electrokinetic, magnetohydrodynamic, 

electrochemical, acoustic-wave, surface tension and capillary micropumps). [4] 

Microfluidic devices are found in a wide application range in biochemistry, genetics and 

other health sciences due to their usefulness for lab-on-a-chip systems and a great potential as 

portable point-of-care (POC) medical diagnostic devices. [2, 5-8] However, fluid micro-

manipulation and pumping methods are still in the developmental phase and commercially 

available micro pumps require better integration potential. Moreover, long and narrow pump-

sensor interconnects and low fluid pumping rates result in a laminar flow with a 

corresponding decrease in the microchannel-fluid interaction rate. Therefore, despite several 

emerging microchannel-based sensing methods, most of the microchannel devices are more 

suitable for measurements as complex laboratory systems rather than easy-to-use high 

throughput POC units. There are several fluid manipulation technologies known that are 

conceptually suitable for direct integration into microfluidic devices. [4] One of the most 

appropriate methods with the potential of coupling actuation and sensing is the acoustical 

streaming. 

Several kinds of microchannel-integrated acoustical streaming devices employing 

piezoelectric excitation of flexural plate waves [9, 10], as well as interdigitally arranged 
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ultrasound transducer exciting directional Scholte waves [11-13] have been demonstrated so 

far. The CMUT platform is thought to be the most versatile for microchannel integrated 

acoustical streaming since the same device can be used for pumping, mixing and sensing a 

number of parameters of the fluid. [12-14] Considerable fluid transportation rates of 

interdigital CMUT device have been demonstrated by McLean and Degertekin. [11, 12] 

However, energy transfer effectiveness to the fluid stream was rather low. 

 

 

Fluid Manipulation by Interfacial Acoustic Waves 
 

Acoustical streaming of liquids near the boundary with solid [15] is one of the convenient 

ways of pumping and mixing microfluids. Interfacial acoustic waves, traveling at the solid 

and fluid interface, can be used for this purpose with the best potential of compact integration 

of entire microfluidic system. 

There are three inter-related theories describing acoustic waves propagating at the 

interface of two different media. The first one, describing the wave propagating at the 

interface of the solid body and the vacuum has been mathematically described by Rayleigh in 

his fundamental work. [16] This kind of waves is referred to as surface acoustic waves (SAW) 

and was named after their discoverer as Rayleigh waves. As usual, SAW are characterized as 

waves having both longitudinal and transverse motion, traveling on the surface of elastic 

material, while the material particles move in elliptical orbits, and the amplitude of movement 

decays exponentially with depth increace. The coupling between the particles of the solid 

involved to the wave motion and any media other than vacuum, affect significantly the 

amplitude, attenuation and velocity of the wave, and in this way enable SAW sensing 

properties of the interfacing media. 

When the propagating SAW meet another type of the interface, for example solid and 

fluid interface or solid and solid interface, the wave energy may be converted to other types 

of acoustic waves. So the case of wave propagating at the interface of two solids was 

described by Stoneley as an extension to classical Rayleigh’s theory. [17] The theory was 

further extended by Scholte who added the mathematical explanation of the waves presented 

at solid and fluid interface. [18, 19] Scholte waves are of particular interest in microfluidics, 

because they can be utilized both for sensing and fluid manipulation. Interfacial waves are 

usually excited and captured by interdigitated (IDT) electromechanical transducers. The role 

of transducers here is to convert electrical signals to mechanical vibrations and vice versa. 

The idea of using IDT’s is shown in Figure 1. Transducer elements (“fingers”) are 

considerably flat and arranged so that they can be excited by Tx1(t) and Tx2(t); they are 

preferably narrow band harmonic electrical signals different in phase: 

 

   ( )      (  )      ( )      (    )  

 

where   and   are angular frequency and phase shift, correspondingly. 
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Figure 1. Using of IDT’s for SAW transmit and reception. 

Exposed to the Tx1 and Tx2, transducer fingers change their mechanical dimensions 

according to the value of the excitation signal, so they introduce mechanical waves to the 

substrate. The excitation of the interface waves can be unidirectional or bidirectional. In 

bidirectional case the waves are propagated to the left and right sides from IDT with equal 

energies, and unidirectional excitation allows the control over the wave propagation 

directness. 

Figure 2 illustrates the bidirectional excitation in the      case, where the mechanical 

deformation of the transducers (shown in not-to-scale cross-section in Figure 2 b) corresponds 

to the time moment  , shown by the vertical dashed line in Figure 2 a. For effective 

bidirectional excitation mechanical distance between the same phase fingers has to be equal 

to the wavelength λ of a target wave, and fingers of other phase are to be placed exactly in the 

middle, i.e. at   ⁄ . 

The result of this arrangement is the constructive interference between the waves excited 

by Tx1 and Tx2 evenly on both sides of IDT, so bidirectional excitation occurs. 

Unfortunately, symmetrical arrangement of IDT fingers does not provide the means for 

controlling the directionality of excitation: change of the φ value to either side will only 

decrease the excitation efficiency. To control over the directioness of the wave excitation, one 

needs to arrange transducer fingers asymmetrically. 

One of the possible arrangements is shown in Figure 3 b: a not-to-scale cross-section of 

an IDT fingers. The   ⁄  spacing between Tx1 and Tx2 fingers and corresponding   value 

will create the conditions for constructive interference between two waves on one side from 

IDT and destructive interference on the opposite side. 

The side of constructive interference will change with respect of the polarity of a phase 

shift: right-side excitation will occur if     ⁄ , and left-side excitation will occur if 

     ⁄ . However, only infinite number of finger pairs would allow perfect control over 

the wave directness. In practice, some of the wave energy will not be cancelled by the 

destructive interference, because the real frequency spectra of the oscillations will be broader 

than single frequency. 

R

x2 
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a 

 
b 

Figure 2. Arrangement and excitation of IDT in bidirectional case; (a) – the excitation signal; (b) – the 

arrangement of the interdigitated transducer elements. 

 

 
a 

 
b 

Figure 3. Arrangement and excitation of IDT with the directness control ability; (a) – excitation signal; 

(b) – the arrangement of the interdigitated transducer elements. 
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The electronic control of the interface wave excitation direction makes the concept very 

interesting for microfluidics, since traveling interface wave (particularly Scholte wave) can be 

utilized in reversible pumping and mixing of analyte without any additional 

electromechanical arrangements. 

 

 

The Concept of Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasound Transducers 
 

As described in previous section, electromechanical transducers play essential role in 

conversion between the mechanical and electrical energy domains: exciting and receiving 

interfacial acoustic waves in microchannels. Typical solution for electric-to-mechanic and 

vice versa conversion functionality is utilization of reversible piezoelectric effect, which is a 

property of some natural and artificial materials. The most important feature of the 

piezoelectric effect is the change of the material crystal lattice dimensions due to the applied 

electrical field (known as reversed piezoelectric effect) and generating of the electrical field 

by the mechanically deformed crystal lattice (known as direct piezoelectric effect). Widely 

used piezoelectric materials are single-crystal piezoelectrics (quartz, lithium niobate), 

piezoceramics (lead zirconate titanate) piezocomposites, which may contain any of 

piezoelectric materials embedded in the matrix of polymer material. Direct piezoelectric 

effect, discovered by Pierre and Jacques Curie in 1880, was complemented by the discovery 

of inverse effect by Gabriel Lippmann in 1881. The invention of ultrasonic underwater sonar 

by Paul Langevin and Constantin Chilowski in 1916 - 1917 sparkled the practical interest in 

this effect. Corresponding development of echosonography for non-destructive testing and 

visualization of technical and medical objects in the second half of 20
th

 century lead to the 

development of advanced types of piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers, containing hundreds 

of electromechanical elements, enabling dynamic focusing and electronic scanning over two-

dimensional and three-dimensional space. 

Development of micromachining technologies in the last four decades of the 20
th
 century 

provided conceptually new fabrication paradigm for microscopic sized electromechanical 

devices (known as Micro Electro Mechanical Systems – MEMS), and these technologies 

became the new object of inspiration for ultrasonic engineers. This resulted in ultrasonic 

transducers produced by micromachining technologies, known as Micromachined Ultrasound 

Transducers - MUT. The main advantage of micromachining is to break the sub-millimeter 

barrier of traditional machining and in this way to enable the integration of more transducer 

elements to less space and therefore to gain an image quality and informative content. 

Furthermore, micromachining enabled easy integration with electronics, because an 

electromechanical part is made using the technology, similar to established processes for 

microelectronics (like CMOS) fabrication. However, utilization of known piezoelectric 

materials for MUTs is complex, costly and not always desirable due to the incomplete 

compatibility with fabrication processes of microelectronics. Therefore the concept of 

eletromechanical energy conversion through electrostatic interaction was introduced in the 

field of ultrasonics. 

The concept of electrostatic micromachined ultrasound transducers also known as 

capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducers – CMUT was invented 1994-1996 by 

Haller and Khuri-Yakub [20] and quickly resulted in boom of research activities. 
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In contrast to piezoelectric method of electromechanical conversion, no materials with 

electrically related crystal lattices are needed for CMUT: the electrostatic method of 

electromechanical conversion is based on the Coulomb interaction between two conductive 

plates, which are electrically insulated from each other, and one of them can move in respect 

of the other. The conceptual sketch of a single CMUT cell is illustrated in Figure 4. An elastic 

perimeter-clamped membrane is suspended above the substrate by electrically isolating ring-

shaped post. The closed cavity is formed between the top of the substrate, bottom of the 

membrane and inner surface of the supporting post. 

Vacuum is preferred inside of the cavity to decrease damping and improved electrical 

isolation. Electrical coupling with this comparatively simple mechanical structure is done by 

the pair of electrodes, one of which is superposed with the substrate and remains fixed during 

the operation, while the other (top) electrode is coupled with the membrane, and can move 

due to membrane deflection. When electrical field is created between the electrodes, Coulomb 

force attracts electrodes to each other and is offset by the membrane’s stiffness. The result is 

conversion of supplied electrical energy to membrane’s mechanical motion and mechanical 

energy of membrane’s equivalent spring. 

When the membrane is deflected by the outside pressure, the charge stored between the 

electrodes changes, causing the change in receiver current. This results in conversion of 

mechanical energy into electrical signal. Simplified electromechanical scheme of described 

system is presented in Figure 5: mechanical part of a CMUT cell is represented by the mass-

spring-damper system, the electrical part – by capacitance, voltage and resistance. 

 

 

Figure 4. Conceptual sketch of quarter – sectioned CMUT cell; the voltage source V on the right creates 

the electrical field, which deflects the membrane. 

 

Figure 5. Simplified electromechanical schematic of CMUT; in mechanical part: m stands for the 

moveable mass of the membrane, k stands for membrane’s equivalent spring constant, b stands for 

mechanical losses, F stands for the net force; in electrical part: C stands for the cell electrical 

capacitance, R stands for electrical losses, and V stands for the driving voltage. 

V 

b C 

R 

= V 

F 
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Figure 6. Simplified equivalent circuit of CMUT. 

The capacitance C in Figure 5 is non-linear, as it depends on the distance between the 

electrodes (“electrical gap”). The gap changes when the membrane moves. Let us assume 

electrical gap to have uniform vacuum properties and denote it as g. This is not the case in 

reality, because electrical gap is only partially vacuum, while the rest part is the membrane 

material, according to the concept shown in the Figure 4. 

The gap is essential CMUT property, which belongs exclusively neither to electrical nor 

mechanical domain, because it can be changed evenly by changing the electrical energy 

(electrical charge) or the mechanical net force acting over the membrane. One of the most 

appropriate methods of CMUT mathematical description is equivalent circuit method, which 

is widely applied by many research groups. A simplified version of CMUT equivalent circuit 

for conversion from voltage to force is shown in the Figure 6. The mechanic and electric 

energy domains in this circuit are separated by the ideal transformer, which is introduced to 

reflect the non-linear behavior and belonging to both energy domains of the capacitor C. The 

mechanical part to the right of the circuit in Figure 6 inherit notations from the mechanical 

schematic diagram in the left part of the Figure 5. Thus the capacitance   ⁄  simulates the 

spring behavior, the resistance b is equivalent to the mechanical losses, inductivity m stands 

for the mass, v stands for the velocity of the gap change, Za is the impedance of the auxiliary 

medium, and F denotes the net auxiliary force. 

The balance equation for the electrical domain, according to Ohm’s law: 

 

(    )

 
    (  

  

  
)       

 

Here VC is the voltage over the capacitor C; Q is the charge stored in capacitor C; ε stands 

for the electric permittivity of the gap, and A is the effective area of the electrodes. 

Mechanical force FC over the capacitor’s C gap, developed by the stored charge, can be 

found according to the Coulomb’s equation: 

 

   
  

   
  

 

Balance equation for the mechanical domain can be found using Kirchhoff’s law: 

= 

R 
 

m 

b 

F 

V 

i 

v 
Z
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        ̇   (    )       

 

Here g0 is the gap size when the membrane is in rest position, i.e. when both the stored 

electrical charge and the net auxiliary force are equal to zero. 

In order to join these expressions into a system of differential equations we will introduce 

the following conventions:     ;     ;     . Then, assuming auxiliary impedance and 

net force are zero, CMUT can be described as following state-space system: 

 

 ̇  
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Unfortunately, this system does not have explicit analytical solution. [21] By solving it 

numerically one can find CMUT’s transient functions  ( ),  ( ) and  ( ), from which some 

critical parameters, for instance the resonance frequency can be determined. 

The Table 1 of the CMUT design parameters is given to illustrate the application of 

above described mathematical model. 

One of the model outputs  ( )  obtained through described design parameters, is shown 

in the Figure 7. 

Part a of the Figure 7 shows the transient response of the simulated gap, which is 

equivalent to the membrane’s (assumed to be represented by the parallel plate) displacement. 

This response was found assuming the 40 ns duration and 50 V amplitude impulse of the 

voltage source V. Part b shows the power spectral density of the function  ( ), thus giving an 

estimate of the resonance frequency, which is 17.7 MHz for given design parameters. 

 

Table 1. Design parameters for illustration of the simplified CMUT mathematical model 

 

Parameter Calculation Symbol Value 

Properties of the membrane material: 

● Elasticity modulus 

● Poisson ratio 

● Mass density 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

150 GPa 

0.7 

               

Membrane radius             

Membrane thickness  h        

Effective area of electrode                      

Vacuum dielectric constant               

Nominal gap (at rest)               

Moveable mass (electrode mass is disregarded)                       

Mechanical loss coefficient           

Membrane‘s equivalent spring constant 

  
     

  
; 

  
   

  (    )
 

           

Electrical losses         
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a      b 

Figure 7. Calculated transient response of the CMUT cell’s effective gap to the 50 V amplitude and 40 

ns duration impulse (a) and power spectral density found from the transient response (b). 

The approximate value of the membrane’s free oscillations frequency can also be found 

by simple resonance frequency calculation for undamped mechanical spring-mass system: 

 

   
 

  
√
 

 
   

 

This equation gives slightly different    value of 17.9 MHz for given design parameters. 

If CMUT is operated in medium other than vacuum, for example in liquid, Za and (or) F 

by Figure 6 cannot be disregarded due to viscous and elastic interaction with the medium. In 

absence of the static auxiliary pressure, the radiation impedance can be regarded as the 

dominating mechanical load over the membrane. It was shown that radiation impedance of 

the piston transducer can be found by using following form of Rayleigh-Sommerfeld model: 

[22] 

 

  
    

   
[  (   ⁄ )     (   ⁄ )]

    
  

 

Here    is the density of the medium; c is the wave propagation velocity in medium; J1 

and S1 are type 1 Bessel and Struve functions. Figure 8 shows the calculated transient 

response of CMUT after the radiation impedance in water (           ⁄    

       ⁄ ) is introduced to the model. The nonperiodic nature of the response is obvious; 

the power spectral density in damped conditions becomes the function both of the excitation 

pulse duration and of the membrane properties. Presented transient response was calculated 

for 50 V and 120 ns excitation pulse, resulting in 11.6 MHz central frequency with 

approximately 10 times wider fractional bandwidth than in the case of free oscillations. The 

bandwidth can be further increased by shortening the excitation pulse; however the amplitude 

of the membrane motion will decrease. The described simplified model does not reflect many 

of the CMUT features, for example equivalent spring constant decrease and transformer turns 

ratio change due to applied electrical field. More advanced mathematical models of CMUT 
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can be found in many references. [23, 24] However, the presented model still can be used to 

study the collapse behavior of CMUT thus typical for electrostatic MEMS. The equilibrium 

between the membrane’s spring force and the Coulomb force can become unstable as the 

spring force has linear and Coulomb force – second order dependency on the gap value. 

Stability analysis of Coulomb/elastic forces equilibrium is one of the methods to find the 

collapse voltage, [21] which is again one of most important CMUT properties, determining 

the range of effective operating voltage. 

The net force F (acting over the membrane and directed away from the fixed electrode) if 

any auxiliary forces and impedance are zero, can be expressed as follows: 

 

   
    

   
  (    )  

 

 
a 

 
b 

Figure 8. Calculated transient response of the damped CMUT membrane; (a) effective gap as a function 

of the time and 50 V/120 ns impulse; (b) power spectral density of the transient response. 
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Figure 9. Calculated gap as a function of the voltage and time. 

In equilibrium conditions    . If small deviation    is added to the gap value, 

corresponding change of the net force can be expressed as: 

 

   
  

  
|
 

    

 

Here important point to note: is if a small decrease of the gap induces increase of the net 

force, the operating point is stable, since increase of the net force will tend to restore the gap. 

If    is negative due the small decrease of the gap, the operating point is not stable, because 

the net force will further decrease the gap value. 

From the above expressions we can derive the equation, which will lead us to the 

expression of the stability condition: 

 

  

  
 
    

  
    

 

from where the stability condition is 
  

  
   or   

    

  
 . If all the parameters describing 

operating point are locked except the gap and voltage, the critical voltage, causing the 

transition from stable to unstable operating point exists. This voltage is called the collapse 

voltage       and can be found from the stability condition expression. We can estimate the 

critical gap, which corresponds to the collapse voltage: 

 

  
       

 

     
   

 

It is easy to find the critical gap value       
 

 
    corresponding collapse voltage can be 

found for this gap value: 
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      √
    

 

    
  

 

In the design parameters given in Table I, we can calculate the value of       to be 57.65 

V. Using described system of differential equations we can find the gap as a voltage and time 

function as shown in the Figure 9. 

The voltage is increased from 0 V to reach the steady state values of          

        and           . It can be seen that CMUT collapse occurs (the gap value abruptly 

reaches zero) in   case, but not in the case of   , which does not reach the collapse voltage. 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Finite element analysis (FEA) and experimental evaluation of CMUT operating 

characteristics were used to analyze the operating parameters of CMUT in a microchannel. 

Two separate models of the ultrasonic wave propagation in the microchannel and CMUT 

membrane dynamic behavior were created using a commercially available FEA modeling 

package (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA). Those were simulations of 1) CMUT induced 

harmonic acoustic waves in the microchannel and 2) transient response of CMUT cell under 

the near-field operation conditions. 

 

 

CMUT Fabrication and Testing 
 

For experimental purposes surface micromachined CMUTs with silicon nitride 

(E=1.310
11

 Pa; ν=0.7) membranes having 38 µm effective diameter and 0.8 µm membrane 

thickness were designed for 10 MHz resonance in air and 5 MHz central frequency in 

immersion. Highly doped silicon <100> substrate with a 0.5 µm thermal oxide layer was used 

for CMUT micromachining. Schematic representation of the technological process sequence 

is shown in the Figure 10. Cavities of CMUT cells were etched down to the substrate using 

photo resist as a mask with two step etching process: anisotropic reactive ion etching 

followed by the anisotropic buffered oxide etching (Figure 10 b). The sacrificial chromium 

film was deposited on top of the resist mask (which was not removed after the cavity 

definition) and later used to pattern the sacrificial film using the lift-off technique (Figure 10 

c). Three thicknesses of the sacrificial film were used to produce devices with different 

vacuum gap height: 150 nm for type A, 80 nm for type B and 100 nm for type C. 

The first 400 nm layer of structural silicon nitride film was deposited via plasma 

enhanced vapor deposition using silane and ammonia mixture (Figure 10 d). [25] During the 

next fabrication step, the sacrificial etching holes were formed in the structural silicon nitride 

film via isotropic reactive ion etching followed by the sacrificial film removal using a wet 

anisotropic etching (Figure 10 e). After drying, devices were sealed by depositing an 

additional 300 nm silicon nitride film (Figure 10 f). 
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Figure 10. Pictorial representation of the technological process used in CMUT fabrication: (a) – silicon 

wafer covered by 0.5 µm thermal oxide layer; (b) – cavity etching down to the substrate; (c) – 

sacrificial chromium film deposition; (d) – first structural nitride layer deposition; (e) – sacrificial 

etching vias opening and sacrificial etching; (f) – second structural nitride layer deposition and sealing 

of cavities; (g) – electrode deposition and patterning. 

 
a      b 

Figure 11. a) – fabricated CMUT cells; b) – air resonance tests at 0 V (dotted line) and 55 V 

(continuous line). 

Finally, 200 nm thick top electrodes and bonding pads for bottom electrodes were 

machined by titanium-gold evaporation and lift-off processes (Figure 10 g). Three types of 

CMUT devices, all having the same octagonally shaped membranes of 38 µm, differing in the 

sacrificial film thickness and the corresponding vacuum gap height, were fabricated. Type A 
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had the vacuum gap of 150 nm while type B - 80 nm and type C - 100 nm. Optical 

micrograph of the fabricated type A CMUT structure is shown in Figure 11 a, and the 

measured resonances in air are shown in Figure 11 b. 

The CMUT testing was done by connecting it to the Agilent 4395A network analyzer 

with the impedance measurement kit in the resistance measurement mode and the auxiliary 

DC source of bias voltage. 

The bias voltage ranging from 0 to 120 V was applied during the tests, giving the control 

over the neutral deflection of the membranes and therefore changing the amplitude of CMUT 

membranes oscillations and the resonance frequency. The resistance spectra measured at 55 V 

bias (shown at Figure 11 b as continuous line) is exhibiting the air resonance approximately at 

9.1 MHz, while the resonance measured in 0 V bias voltage case gave the 9.8 MHz value, 

which is quite close to the design target. 

 

 

Microchannel Fabrication 
 

Two ways of fabricating the microchanels were used. Microchannels of 50 – 3000 µm 

height were modeled by attaching strips of the adhesive polyethylene films of different 

thickness to the sides of the CMUT device. After this modification, SEM images were 

acquired to measure the actual channel wall height. 

Alternatively, for smaller channel height values, ranging from 2 to 50 µm, PDMS 

molding technique for the microchannel fabrication was used. Figure 12 a shows the SEM 

image of CMUT device with the adhesive film walls mounted, and Figure 12 b shows the die 

with two CMUT devices mounted with 50 µm height PDMS channel. 

After the SEM wall height measurements, devices were taken to the resonant frequency 

and electromechanical impedance measurement site. The complete microchannel, consisting 

of CMUT die at the bottom and the adhesive tape walls, was filled with the transformer oil to 

ensure fluid environment; the device then was capped with a piece of PVC sheet. This 

arrangement resulted in a wide variety of CMUT operating conditions thus imitating the 

heights of the microchannel from 50 µm to 3 mm. Two A type, one B type and two C type 

devices were involved in the experiments. 

 

 

Figure 12. Left: SEM image of CMUT structure as well as the attached film to mimic the microchannel 

wall. Measured height of the microchannel vertical wall shown in the image was 89 µm. Right: optical 

image of the CMUT die with two interdigital devices mounted with the PDMS microchannel device. 
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Simulation of CMUT Induced Interfacial Wave in the Microchannel 
 

This model was used to determine the relationship between the operating frequency of 

CMUT and the energy transfer to the interfacial wave, intended to induce the fluid 

manipulation in the sensor area. Interdigital arrangement of two-phase CMUT elements with 

λ/4 finger spacing between the phases and λ-spaced finger groups (see Figure 3) was used as 

a starting point. 

Figure 13 shows a pictorial representation of a two-dimensional model for the 

investigation of the acoustic wave propagation in the microchannel. PLANE 42 elements 

were used to divide the top and bottom structure of the microchannel and CMUT membranes. 

Fluid in the microchannel was divided using FLUID29 elements with FLUID129 elements at 

the microchannel ends to represent the infinite length.  

CMUT membranes were excited using 10
-6

 N amplitude harmonic force oscillations with 

a 90° phase angle difference. The 1500 m/s value of acoustic wave propagation velocity was 

used. 

 

 

Simulation of CMUT Cell Transient Processes in Microchannel 
 

In order to investigate the shift of CMUT operating point due to the reverberations of 

bulk acoustic waves we used the transient response FEA, which is schematically shown in 

Figure 14. 

The top and the bottom walls of the microchannel were divided using PLANE42 

elements, and the fluid-structure interface was supplemented by the interfacial FLUID29 

elements. 

 

 

Figure 13. Pictorial representation of the finite element analysis model used to do the harmonic analysis 

and excitation of interfacial waves in the microchannel. 
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Figure 14. At the top: the structure of the finite element analysis model used to do the transient 

response analysis; bottom: simulated pressure wave in 100 µm height microchannel, approx at 80 ns 

after the membrane excitation. 

 

Table 2. Main parameters of the model 

 

Parameter Notation Value 

Central frequency in immersion  7.1, 5.3, 4.0 MHz 

Cell radius am 15, 17.5, 20 µm 

Membrane thickness dm 1.0 µm 

Vacuum gap dg 0.15 µm 

Isolating film thickness di 0.35 µm 

Electrode radius ae ae=am 

Electrode thickness de 0.4 µm 

Isolating film material SiO2 =3.7 

Electrode material Al E=68 GPa, ρ=2699 kg/m3, ν=0.35 

Membrane material Si E=148 GPa, ρ=2330 kg/m3, ν=0.17 

 

The bulk of the fluid was divided using the conventional FLUID29 elements with the 

infinite acoustic elements FLUID129 at the side of the channel model to suppress the non-

representative reflections. Here CMUT cell is represented by the membrane, the electrode 

structure and the vacuum gap. The membrane was separated from the electrode using the 

PLANE42 elements and the vacuum gap was simulated using the TRANS126 elements. The 

pitch of the finite elements in the network was 0.2 µm and the sampling period was 0.2 ns. 

A total transient response time of 1 µs was used in simulations. CMUT membrane was 

excited by applying a 50 V and 40 ns impulse across the gap and the output of the model was 

read as the position of the central point of the CMUT cell membrane/electrode determined by 

the applied electrical field and/or pressure pulse echoed from the surfaces of the 

microchannel. 

 

'
i
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Experimental Evaluation of CMUT Operating Point 
 

A conventional procedure of the central frequency and the electromechanical impedance 

measurements was used to estimate the operating point of CMUT. [27, 28] Agilent 4395A 

network analyzer with the impedance measurement kit was used. The microchannel height 

was measured by using a surface profiler and scanning electron microscope (SEM) before the 

experimental evaluation of the operating point and before attaching the microchannel to the 

transducer’s die. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Figure 15 shows the relationship between the simulated CMUT operating frequency shift 

and the corresponding excited interfacial wave attenuation. It can be seen that a significant 

energy loss (up to -10 dB) via attenuation of the excited interfacial wave takes place while the 

actual operating frequency shifts from the design point as much as 10%. This shows the 

simulated system being quite prone alter its operating frequency. 

Figure 16 shows the output of the transient response model for the 40 µm membrane in 

both time and frequency domains. The 400 µm microchannel height case represents the 

operation of CMUT where transmitted and received pulses are separated by more than 0.5 µs 

thus still providing enough time for transmit and receive pressure waves to run independently. 

The central frequency of CMUT membrane oscillation was observed at 4.0 MHz in the 

frequency domain, thus representing the normal operating regime (Figure 7 b). 

In the case of 20 µm microchannel height the time difference between the transmitted and 

received pulses is approximately 10 times smaller than the single period of the membrane 

oscillation in the normal regime at 26.7
 
ns and 250 ns, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 15. Attenuation of the directional interfacial wave as a function of CMUT operating frequency 

deviation from the design value. Here design value is unity. 
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a      b 

Figure 16. Displacement of CMUT membrane central point as an output of transient response analysis: 

(a) – time domain representation; (b) – frequency domain representation. 

Here, the interaction between the membrane, which is excited by the 40 ns duration 

electrical pulse, and the first pressure wave reflections from the upper microchannel wall 

occurs, distorting the transmission. The central frequency of the membrane oscillation is less 

than 3.5 MHz meaning that effective operating frequency is shifted by more than 12.5 %. 

In this case, frequency spectra of the oscillation can be characterized as having wider 

bandwidth than that in the normal regime. The bandwidth widening is expected for increased 

damping of the free-running membrane. 

Finally, the 5 µm and 2 µm channel height cases illustrate the result of the convolution of 

the pulse being transmitted with many pressure reflections from both simulated surfaces 

resulting in CMUT membrane motion having well expressed central frequency at 1.8 MHz 

and 1.0 MHz for 5 µm and 2 µm channel heights, respectively, i.e. much lower than those in 

the normal condition operation simulations. 

The relationship between the shift of the central CMUT membrane oscillation frequency 

and the microchannel height is shown in Figure 17 a. Three different size membranes and 

their corresponding central frequencies of oscillation in immersion (40 µm for 4.0 MHz, 35 

µm for 5.3 MHz and 30 µm for 7.1 MHz) were simulated. The rest of the model parameters 

were kept constant for all the three types of membranes as shown in Table I. It can be seen 

that smaller membranes oscillating at higher frequencies deviate in oscillation frequency 

more than the larger membranes. 

However, fractional deviation has an opposite behavior: the 30 µm membrane oscillation 

frequency decreases up to 65 % (from 7.1 MHz in normal operation to 2.5 MHz when the 

upper wall is within 2 µm) and the 40 µm membrane - by 74 % (from 4.0 MHz in normal 

operation to 1.0 MHz in 2 µm case). The 35 µm membrane frequency decrease was 70 % 

(from 5.3 MHz in normal operation to 1.6 MHz in 2 µm case). 

This can be explained by the higher compliance of larger membranes and higher stiffness 

of the smaller ones. The described relationship is governed by the multiple constructive and 

destructive mechanical interferences between the transducer membrane and the pressure 

waves. The general outcome of these complex interactions can be described as the channel 

height dependent mechanical losses, which follows a logarithmic approximation. 

Figure 17 b shows the relationship between the microchannel height and the amplitude of 

the oscillation of the central point of the membranes. 
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a      b 

Figure 17. Shifts of the mechanical operating point of different size CMUT cells as a function of the 

channel height; (a) – shift of the central frequency of the membrane oscillations; (b) – displacement 

amplitude of the membrane central operating point. 

The inflection of the relationship at ~50 µm observed in Figure 17, approximately the 

same for all the three membrane sizes, corresponds to the operating point where near-field 

effect on the oscillation frequency and amplitude becomes monotonic with respect to the 

decreasing microchannel height. 

Information shown in Figure 17 b also confirms that stiffer membranes (with the smaller 

diameter) loose less of the motional amplitude due the near-field interaction; the decrease of 

the 30 µm diameter membrane oscillation amplitude was 42 % across the analysis interval, 

while a corresponding decrease of 40 µm diameter membrane oscillation amplitude was 

already 68 %. 

Experimental measurements of CMUT operating point were performed to validate the 

results obtained during FEA simulations. Measured central frequencies and peak resistance 

amplitudes were normalized with respect to the nominal central frequency or peak resistance 

of the immersed device in normal operation and are shown in Figure 18. It can be seen that 

measured central frequency deviates from nominal when entering damped operating 

conditions within +5% to - 25% interval. 

Correspondingly, Figure 18 a shows that the peak value of the real part of the 

electromechanical impedance (the resistance, which is the indirect measure of the membrane 

oscillation amplitude, according to [27, 28]) deviates by +60 % to – 90% from the nominal 

values. Thus, there is a qualitative agreement between the FEA simulated and experimental 

central frequency and oscillation amplitude shifts. When microchannel height decreases, so 

does the central frequency and peak resistance value. 

We attribute the lack of exact quantitative match between the microchannel height 

(horizontal axis) in the simulation and measurement results to the low controllability of the 

measurement conditions. For example, the force used to hold the microchannel cap in place 

was manually controlled and is not known; we assume that the variations in holding force 

influenced the actual height of the microchannel due the uncontrolled deformations of the 

adhesive film walls and the microchannel cap itself. 

Another possible reason for quantitative mismatch is the model used for FEA, which 

presumed the absence of the side walls of the microchannels, as they were present during the 

experiments and presumably introduced additional pressure reflections. 
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a      b 

Figure 18. Experimental evaluation of CMUT operating point shift; (a) – amplitude of the membrane 

movement evaluated from the measured electromechanical impedance real part; (b) – deviation of the 

central operating frequency. The lines are added for the eye guidance only. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

A qualitative agreement between the transient FEA results and the experimental 

measurements confirms the hypothesis about the nature of CMUT operating point shift under 

different microchannel height conditions. It can be proposed that dynamical load produced by 

the near-field reverberations has a significant impact on CMUT membrane oscillation 

frequency, as well as its amplitude. We conclude that in the microchannel CMUT design the 

frequency shift and corresponding attenuation of the effective energy transferred to the 

CMUT cell have to be accounted for in the design phase. Furthermore, we found significant 

sensitivity of the Scholte wave excitation extent towards the excitation frequency deviation, 

which can be roughly estimated at 0.8 dB per percent (-10 dB attenuation of CMUT-excited 

interfacial Scholte waves for 12 % excitation frequency deviation). Since the planar 

dimensions and spacing of CMUT cells and elements are determined during the design phase 

and cannot be changed after its fabrication, it is very important to account for the expected 

effective operating frequency and oscillation amplitude shifts in order to preserve the 

efficiency of the ultrasonic energy transfer to the microfluidic device. 
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